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Data assimilation context

Data assimilation aims to reconstruct the state of the ocean (or any systems) using all

available informations
I the observations (ocean colour satellite data)
I the modelling laws (the physical/biogeochemical NEMO/PISCES model )

both observations and models are affected by many uncertainties
⇒ errors in the state estimation
⇒ probability distributions

⇓
→ data assimilation is a bayesian estimation problem:

P(x |y) ∝

model︷ ︸︸ ︷
P(x) .

observations︷ ︸︸ ︷
P(y |x)



Data assimilation context

Pb: How to describe the model prior probability distribution P(x)?

from a discrete ensemble of possible states (meteorology).

generally constructed by simulating uncertainties on :

I initial conditions
I external forcings

Objectives of our approach:

simulate uncertainties inherent to the biogeochemical model formulations following a
probabilistic approach in such a way to:

1 ensure that the prior ensemble is able to capture ocean colour observations

2 produce a consistent statistical representation of the primary production



The probabilistic approach

Given the biogeochemical unresolved complexity, considering a system as deterministic will
always be an approximation!!

⇒ we consider the system as probabilistic

�

stochastic parameterizations → ensemble simulations

�

distribution of prior model states based on an explicit simulation of biogeochemical
uncertainites

I believe that the ultimate climate models (...) will be stochastic, i.e. random numbers will
appear somewhere in the time derivatives.

Edward Lorenz (1975)



From a PISCES deterministic simulation...

1/4◦ 46 z-levels on-line NATL025-PISCES
simulation based on NEMO/OPA code

Reference PISCES parameterization [Aumont
et al, 2006]

Era-Interim forcing fields

No biological feedback on physics

No chlorophyll data to limit light
penetration

surface chlorophyll for the 15/05/2005, SeaWIFS (left) and the deterministic simulation (right)



...to a probabilistic version

Method: perturbations ξ(t) ∈ N (0, sd) generated from first order gaussian
autoregressive processes are introduced into the deterministic model to simulate

some biogeochemical uncertainties

2 classes of uncertainties are explicitely simulated



...to a probabilistic version: stochastic formulations

Diversity of species
→ 7 parameters are perturbed :

∂C
∂t
|bio =

deterministic︷ ︸︸ ︷
SMS(C , u, p, t)→ SMS(C , u, p′, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

stochastic

avec p′ = exp[ξ(t)]p sd = 30%

Unresolved scales (Brankart el al, 2013):

SMS(C) 6= SMS(C)⇒ ∂C
∂t
|bio = 1

2
{SMS(C + δC , u, p, t) + SMS(C − δC , u, p, t)}

with δC = ξ(t)C sd = 20%



⇒ With these coupled uncertainties, a 60 members ensemble
simulation is performed during 2005

(outputs are saved every 5 days ⇒ 60 possible states at 73 time steps)



Probabilistic response to uncertainties: surface chlorophyll
quartile maps

Can the simulated uncertainties explain deviations with observations?

surface chlorophyll described by the ensemble simulation, 15/05/2005

In most places the envelope of the ensemble seems to include the observations
→ Need a objective comparaison



Probabilistic response to uncertainties: vertical
distributions

60 members vertical profiles for the 15/05/2005 at 2 grid points

the ensemble simulation exhibits:
I a variety of vertical behaviour (dispersion in the euphotic layer)

significant correlations between surface chlorophylle and other variables in the euphotic
layer



1 year 3D ensemble kalman filter analysis

observations are the SeaWIFS at 4km resolution from the MyOcean OC TAC

updates are performed at each time step using an ensemble kalman filter analysis

the analysed states are not propagated by the model



Objective comparison with observations: diagnostics

We need to use diagnostics consistent with the probabilistic approach

→ 2 probabilistic properties are used: (Candille G and Talagrand O, 2005)

First property:Reliability
I the model must include the observations with a good representation of their

probability of occurence



Objective comparison with observations: diagnostics

Second property:Resolution

I capacity of the system to discriminate distinct observed states

a quick example (Candille et al, 2014):

I climatologically, the northern sea route is free of ice 2 month a year
(∼ 17%) ⇒ a system providing 17% each day is reliable

I but no information is given on the seasonal variability

resolution has a sense IF the system is reliable and refers to the sharpness (spread) of
the distribution

In summary a skillfull probabilistic system must satisfy both reliability and resolution criteria
these properties are calculated from the independent set of ocean colour data MERIS



Reliability: spatial rank histograms

→ At each grid point, for a given date, ensembles are classified in ascending order. Each
observation is ranked relatively to its location within the ensemble. Ranks 0 and 1 refer to
outliers

the analysis improves the ensemble reliability
I possible improvements expected in some particular areas



Objective comparison with observations: continuous
ranked probability score (CRPS)

→ The CRPS measure the distance between the observation cumulative distribution and the
ensemble cumulative distribution

From Hersbach, 2000

Hersbach decomposition:

CRPS = reliability + resolution

I perfect reliability = 0
I perfect resolution = 0



continuous ranked probability score (CRPS): reliability

analysis improve the reliability :
I depending to the geographical area
I mainly during high biological activity



continuous ranked probability score (CRPS): resolution

small improvements on resolution

I relatively similar at each time step and over all the domain



Conclusion 1

⇒ On a first try, the approach (stochastic parameterizations + EnKF) allows to obtain a much better
ocean colour product



Conclusion 2

The ensemble of updated states provides statistical information on the system
distribution

this could still be improved using more sophisticated stochastic parameterizations
(physics, non constant sd for perturbations...)

⇒ focus here on probabilistic comparisons with observations

not shown in this presentation:
I relevant impacts on non observed variables (e.g zooplankton, nitrates)
I deterministic model vertical information is not deteriorated



Thanks

Thanks for your

attention!!!

Any questions?



Discussion

0◦C growth rate and maximum growth rate sensivity to temperature for

the 2 phytoplankton. (2 perturbations)

grazing sensivity to temperature for the 2 phytoplankton. (1 perturbation)

the P-I slope (photosynthesis efficiency) for the 2 phytoplankton. (2

perturbations)

Impact of duration day on growth rate for the 2 phytoplanktons. (2

perturbations)



Surface chlorophyll distributions

all members are comparable in terms of chlorophyll horizontal patterns, magnitude and
patchiness

major improvements compare to the deterministic simulation:
I lower chlorophyll concentration in the Gulf stream region
I smaller north to south gradients...



Surface chlorophyll time series

station A: After analysis observations are
included with a better probabilistic
distribution

station Bats: the updated ensemble can
be improved but can also collapses



Surface chlorophyll dispersion

updated ensemble is still dispersive

analysis well decreases the ensemble dispersion over the whole domain
I the standard deviation reduction is geographically dependent
I impact is maximal when the biogeochemical activity is more intense

(spring-summer)



Chlorophyll representation: surface maps

analysed states keep concistency with the prior ensemble ⇒ model information is
preserved

nearly everywhere the updated ensemble exihibits dispersion
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